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Abstract—Social media traffic constitutes the highest percentage
of Internet traffic. Such traffic is largely facilitated by mobile
devices, which imposes a huge traffic load on backhaul links in
5G networks, and can in turn affect the quality of service. This
traffic load can be alleviated by using vehicular networks as a traffic
offloading platform. In particular, vehicles can act as a resourceful
asset for edge caching, thus enabling data acquisition from nearby
caching nodes rather than the remote backhaul servers. In this
paper, we propose the Predictive Proactive Caching Framework
(PPCF), which exploits the daily driving routine and predictable
behavior of users to pre-cache the data at parked vehicles for the
requesters to proactively acquire as they pass by. PPCF is composed
of a cache placement module and a prediction module. The former
aims at maximizing cache hits by assigning replicas to caching spots
that yield maximum certainty in their spatiotemporal availability
for requesters. To estimate such availability, the prediction module
aims at making accurate travel time predictions by proposing the
use of a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network trained using
particle swarm optimization (PSO-LSTM). The predicted average
travel time is then used to estimate a personalized travel time for
users by considering their different driving behaviors. Extensive
simulations demonstrate the ability of the proposed framework to
achieve significant improvements in its targeted objectives compared to other prominent caching and prediction schemes in vehicular networks.
Index Terms—Caching, prediction, social media, VANETs.

I. INTRODUCTION
HE penetration rate of social media has been significantly
increasing worldwide. In 2019, 79% of Internet users were
social media users [1]. This substantial percentage is expected
to escalate even further in the future, with an anticipated augmentation in the number of social media users reaching 4.41
billion in 2025 [2]. Mobile devices account for more than 60%
of such excessive usage [3]. This causes backhaul links in Fifth
Generation (5G) networks to incur a huge traffic influx [4],
[5]. Note that 5G promises several attractive prospects, including significantly high bandwidth, fast connectivity, and low
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latency [5]. However, the limited transmission capacity affiliated
with wireless backhaul links makes it difficult to cope with the
explosively growing traffic [5]. Thus, it is imperative to reduce
the load at backhaul links for 5G to keep its promises.
One promising solution is to use Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks
(VANETs) as a traffic offloading platform. With their pervasive
availability, mobility, and abundant storage resources, VANETs
can play a vital role in edge caching. In edge caching, content
access occurs via intermediate nodes at the edge of the network
rather than the far-away server at backhaul links [6]–[8]. Note
that caching social media traffic can be particularly beneficial
since there is a high correlation in the data accessed by many
users on social media. This is because the most followed accounts on social media platforms are those of public figures,
such as politicians, actors, musicians, etc. Thus, increasing cache
hits of such contents in VANETs can reduce the backhaul traffic
load [7].
VANETs have emerged as a communication paradigm that
fosters inter-vehicle communication on the road. They serve as
an enabling technology for an extensive range of applications
in Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), including Internet
access [9]. Internet access in VANETs can take place via Vehicleto-Vehicle (V2V) communication, as well as communication between vehicles and roadside access points, commonly referred to
as RoadSide Units (RSUs) [9]. Along with their communication
capabilities, vehicles and RSUs are also equipped with storage
resources, which enable them to be used as caching units [10],
[11].
According to an industry survey conducted by Michigan’s
Department of Transportation (DoT) and the Center for Automotive Research, one of the most challenging issues that
hinder the wide adoption of vehicular technology is the required funding associated with roadside infrastructures [12],
[13]. In fact, a prominent study sponsored by DoT indicated
that the estimated average expenses per each deployed RSU is
$17,680 [14]. Such huge expenses prevent sheer deployments of
RSUs. One way to mitigate this problem is to use parked vehicles
instead of RSUs [13], [14]. Note that powerful On-Board Units
(OBUs) in vehicles reinforce abundant storage capabilities [11].
In addition, in contrast to RSUs, roadside parked vehicles are
natural infrastructures that exist in substantial numbers [10].
This further makes their combined storage resources drastically
higher compared to RSUs. Hence, parked vehicles can serve
as profuse and cost-effective caching resources. It has been
substantiated in a study that examined roadside parking spaces
in Ann Arbor city in the US that their occupancy ratio can mount
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up to 93% and 80% during on and off-peaks, respectively [10].
Rechargeable batteries, especially in electric vehicles can highly
facilitate the utilization of roadside parked vehicles for caching.
It has been demonstrated that in such vehicles, the average time
beyond which the battery gets drained is 160 hours [10].
In this paper, we use roadside parked vehicles for content
caching, due to the aforementioned reasons which render parked
vehicles promising candidates that can facilitate content sharing
via caching. Note that one of the problems in content sharing in
VANETs is the short contact time between vehicles [13]. This
problem manifests whether the communication is between moving vehicles and parked vehicles, or between moving vehicles
and RSUs [13]. However, the sequential nature of parked vehicles helps mitigate this problem. In addition, the short contact
time issue is particularly concerning when the content size is
large, thus triggering multiple transmissions. In this paper, we
focus on social media access applications that require single
transmissions.
Existing caching schemes are classified into proactive and
reactive caching schemes. In the former, data is prefetched and
stored, while in the latter, caching occurs as the data propagates
back to the requester in response to a previous request [15].
Proactive caching can significantly improve the quality of service [16], [17]. Most existing proactive caching schemes employ
a broadcast-based approach [16], or pre-cache the data while
considering the spatiotemporal dynamics of the content popularity [18]–[23], or focus on large-sized content download where
each content is too large to be acquired at once, thus triggering
the need for multiple transmissions [24].
The broadcast-based approach is rendered unsuitable for
social media access applications, due to the huge amount of
overhead incurred [16]. Most proactive caching schemes that
consider the dynamic popularity of contents, tend to overlook
the effect of the dynamic mobility of requesters on the spatiotemporal availability of the cached replicas [18]–[23], particularly in highly dynamic environments, such as VANETs.
Note that in the targeted social media access applications (e.g.,
Instagram), we focus on highly popular contents that are generated by public figures. In this case, the data center has prior
knowledge of the contents that each requester is interested in.
This knowledge is acquired as users provide the data center
with access to their social media profiles. Thus, the data center knows the public figures that each user follows (i.e., the
requested contents). Content popularity is associated with the
popularity of the corresponding public figure. In the short run,
the popularity of the latter is not subject to drastic changes. In
contrast to content popularity, which is not drastically dynamic,
the highly dynamic mobility of requesting vehicles is a major
issue that can profoundly affect the spatiotemporal availability
of replicas. Proactive caching schemes that focus on large-sized
content download mostly require an initial request for the first
chunk to be reactively acquired, before enabling the remaining chunks to be proactively procured [24]. This, along with
focusing only on the next spatial location of vehicles rather
than their future spatiotemporal availability with respect to the
cached replicas, can affect the delay in these schemes [25]–[27].
Furthermore, such schemes are not suitable for the targeted
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social media platforms that require single transmissions, such as
Instagram.
In this paper, we propose a Predictive Proactive Caching
Framework (PPCF) for social media access applications that
require single transmissions. PPCF reduces the load at backhaul
links and provides a certain QoS to social media users that
have a predictable behavior. PPCF takes into consideration the
future spatiotemporal availability of requesters by predicting
their period of encounter with each road segment along their
trajectories. This is in order to ensure that each user proactively
acquires (before a certain deadline) the requested content as it
traverses the road segment at which the caching parked vehicle
resides. PPCF relies on the fact that some users tend to maintain
a daily routine. This is in terms of the route they follow, the time
of navigating that route, and the time of requesting a certain
content. PPCF consists of two basic modules executed by the
data center (i.e, the original data provider). The first module is
the prediction module that predicts the period of encounter of
requesters with each road segment along their trajectory. The
second module is the proactive cache placement module that
enables the data center to select the appropriate road segments
for caching.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
1) We propose a novel travel time prediction scheme that incorporates the use of a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
network, trained using particle swarm optimization (PSOLSTM), to improve the training process. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first PSO-based LSTM model to be
introduced in travel time prediction. In addition, in contrast to existing prediction models, the proposed LSTM
model provides long-term predictions that enable multistep ahead predictions. This is while taking the dynamic
weather conditions into consideration. Furthermore, in
contrast to existing models that focus on predicting the
average travel time only, we estimate a personalized travel
time for each user by considering their different driving
behaviors.
2) We propose a prediction-based heuristic scheme, called
the Predictive Proactive Cache Placement scheme (PPCP).
PPCP aims at maximizing cache hits by assigning replicas
to caching spots that yield maximum certainty in their
spatiotemporal availability for requesters. This is while
sustaining a cache capacity limit and a predetermined QoS.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first proactive
caching scheme that performs prediction to pre-cache
the data at parked vehicles to be procured by the users
either before the time of their requests, or within a certain
indicated deadline.
3) We introduce a benchmark that can quantify the potential
gains of predictive proactive caching in improving the
quality of Internet services in vehicular networks, namely
the Vehicular Optimal Proactive Caching (VOPC) benchmark. The caching problem in VOPC is formulated as an
Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problem.
We implement VOPC and PPCP using the NS-3 network
simulator [28]. In order to generate the optimal solution in
VOPC, we integrate NS-3 with the Gurobi optimizer [29]. We
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use VOPC to quantify the potential gains of PPCP. In addition,
we assess the performance of PPCP compared to the baseline
broadcast-based approach.
In order to assess the performance of the proposed prediction
model PSO-LSTM, we compare it to the gradient descent-based
LSTM model (GD-LSTM).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
outlines some related work. Section III presents the predictive
proactive caching framework, including the prediction module,
and the cache placement module. Section IV illustrates the performance evaluation and simulation results. Section V highlights
our conclusions and future work.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Proactive Caching
In proactive caching, the data center caches the data at vehicles
by prefetching the requester’s contents of interest to be cached
ahead of time [30]. This helps reduce latency and alleviate the
traffic load at backhaul links [30]. For example, in [31], contents
are periodically broadcast by the data center to all the vehicles
within its communication range. The cached data can be later
exchanged among vehicles upon encounter. The downfall of this
scheme is that requesters can obtain the content of interest only
if they opportunistically encounter a vehicle that happens to
have it. In [16], data availability has been expanded by enabling
contents to be periodically broadcast by the data center to all
the vehicles in highly congested roads and at intersections. This
scheme has been used as a baseline by several other caching
schemes [32], with more emphasis on resolving the issues of
broadcast storms and improving bandwidth efficiency. However, the broadcast-based approach is rendered unsuitable for
user-specific applications, such as social media access applications [16].
Proactive caching has also been explored within the context
of cellular and heterogeneous networks. In [18], the dynamic
nature of content popularity is considered, by adopting local and
global Markov processes to model user requests. In [19], a dynamic probabilistic caching scheme that considers time-varying
content popularity is proposed. In [20], the authors propose a
prediction scheme to predict future content popularity, regardless of any specific content and service characteristics. In [21],
proactive caching is performed at base stations while considering
the dynamic nature of both the number of contents, and their
popularity. In [22], a general content replacement model is
designed according to a unified model of probabilistic state
transition for cache replacement schemes, where the dynamic
change of the cache state distribution is considered. The authors
in [23] propose a learning-based proactive caching scheme that
strives to accurately predict content popularity, while preserving
users privacy. Most of these works consider the spatiotemporal
dynamics of the content popularity, while overlooking the impact of the requesters mobility on the spatiotemporal availability
of replicas, particularly in highly dynamic environments, as the
case in VANETs.
Proactive caching has been further investigated for downloading large contents in VANETs. These contents are not always

feasible to be acquired all at once due to the short connectivity
period between vehicles and RSUs [25]. Thus, such schemes
divide the data into smaller chunks and aim at minimizing the
download time of all the chunks constituting the entire content.
Note that in large contents, multiple requests are typically issued
by the requesters to fully retrieve the data [26]. In proactive
caching schemes that accommodate large-sized contents, a vehicle typically sends a request for the first chunk, and then
proactively acquires the remaining chunks [25]–[27]. In [25],
a vehicle sends an initial request, associated with information
about its location, speed, and frequency of interests to the data
provider. The latter then predicts the spatial location of vehicles
to pre-cache the remaining data chunks at nearby RSUs. However, the mobility prediction scheme assumes that vehicles are
moving in one direction and at a constant velocity [25]. In [26]
and [27], RSUs have been used to store content chunks while
modeling the spatial mobility patterns of vehicles. However, the
authors assume a constant velocity of vehicles and disregard the
unstable conditions that could affect their mobility [26], [27].
In addition, RSUs require very large investments, so they might
not be densely deployed [10]. Recently, some proactive caching
schemes have proposed the utilization of roadside parked vehicles to download large-sized contents [24], [33].
Most of the schemes that accommodate the download process of large-sized contents, require multiple transmissions,
where proactive caching in such schemes involve waiting for
an initial request to be issued before proactively acquiring the
remaining chunks, which triggers a waiting delay [25]–[27]. In
addition, most of these schemes are not suitable for social media
access applications with single transmissions. Such schemes
also mostly focus on the spatial location of vehicles, poorly
model the mobility dynamics of users, and fail to consider the
spatiotemporal availability of replicas for requesters as they pass
by the caching nodes [25]–[27].
In [34], we have proposed a proactive caching scheme for
social media access applications with single transmissions.
However, it has been assumed that all the necessary information
required to make proper cache placement decisions are readily
available, and a rather probabilistic approach is adopted to indicate varying percentages of vehicles with erroneous information.
In this paper, in contrast to existing works, we propose a predictive proactive caching framework that performs a prediction
mechanism to predict the future spatiotemporal availability of
vehicles. This, along with knowledge of the requested contents
of users, are taken into consideration in order to enable caching
to occur ahead of time. The proposed framework is suitable for
social media access applications that require single transmissions. By accurately predicting the spatiotemporal availability
of vehicles, the proposed framework strives to ensure that the
cached replicas are available to each requester during its estimated period of encounter with the road segment at which the
caching parked vehicle resides. It also strives to ensure a certain
QoS by ensuring that the requested replicas are acquired before
a certain deadline. As opposed to existing works, we predict the
period of encounter of vehicles with each road segment along
their trajectories. We then employ such predictions to maximize
cache hits by prefetching and storing data at caching spots
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that yield maximum prediction certainty in their spatiotemporal
availability for requesters, such that a certain QoS is maintained.
In addition, we introduce a proactive caching benchmark to
provide the upper bound on the reachable potential of proactive
caching schemes. This is done by cultivating the optimal solution of the proactive cache placement problem under perfect
knowledge of all spatiotemporal dynamics. This benchmark can
help researchers quantify the potential gains of proactive caching
schemes, evaluate their performance according to the gap to
the optimal solution, and decide whether there is a room for
improvement.
B. Travel Time Prediction in VANETs
The most prominently used travel time prediction models
can be classified into four categories; historical average models, regression models, filtering models, and machine learning
models [35], [36]. Historical average models predict future travel
time based on historical data collected from previously observed
trips. However, they work under the assumption that traffic
conditions remain stationary [37].
In regression models, a multivariate statistical technique is
applied to determine the correlation that exists between a set of
independent variables and a given dependent variable [35]. In
contrast to historical average models, linear regression models
can perform adequately under unstable traffic conditions [35],
[36]. However, the applicability of such models is typically
limited due to the inter-correlation between variables in transportation systems [35]. The Autoregressive Integrated Moving
Average (ARIMA) model [38] has also been explored.
Filtering models, such as the Kalman filter model [39], exhibit the dynamic capability of continuously updating the state
variable (i.e., the travel time) as new observations manifest.
However, data fluctuations might lead to difficulties in solving
the time lag [36], [39].
Machine learning models, such as Artificial Neural Networks
(ANNs), are highly popular in predicting travel time as a result
of their ability to solve difficult non-linear relationships [40].
ANNs have shown significant superiority over other models in
terms of prediction accuracy, including the historical average
and regression models, as demonstrated in the studies conducted
in [40], [41].
Recently, deep learning models have been explored in travel
time prediction [42], [43]. It has been shown that deep learning
models, such as Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) neural networks, can render significant improvements in terms of accuracy
in the travel time prediction problem, compared to historical
average models, regression models, Kalman filter models [42],
and ANNs [40]. Deep learning models that have been explored in travel time prediction include Deep Neural Networks
(DNNs) [44], Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) neural networks [45],
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) [46], the combination of
DNN and RNN [47], and LSTMs [42]. Compared to other deep
learning models, it has been shown that LSTMs have the ability
to learn long-term dependencies, and are insensitive to gap
length [43]. Thus, they are better suited for time series prediction
than other deep learning models, particularly when targeting
long-term travel time predictions [43].
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As opposed to short-term predictions, long-term travel time
predictions have been mostly overlooked in LSTMs [48]. The
main goal of this type of models is to predict the travel time
at a specific day and time at least one week ahead, thus enabling multi-step ahead predictions. Existing long-term prediction models do not consider the effect of dynamic weather conditions [48]. In addition, they are based on the Backpropagation
algorithm (BP) that relies on Gradient Descent (GD), which
can lead to local minima entrapment [40], [41]. Furthermore,
existing models only focus on predicting the average travel time,
which fails to account for the different driver behavior exhibited
by each individual user. In contrast, in this work, we propose
an LSTM prediction model that offers the following contributions: 1) enable long-term predictions, 2) handle dynamic
weather conditions in such long-term predictions, 3) strive to
improve the training process by proposing the use of Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) rather than GD-based BP to train
the LSTM model, and 4) provide personalized estimates of the
travel time of each user by taking the varying driver behavior
into consideration.
III. PREDICTIVE PROACTIVE CACHING FRAMEWORK
In the Predictive Proactive Caching Framework (PPCF), we
assume that requesters subscribing to the service grant the data
center (i.e., the original data provider) access to their trajectories,
as well as their social media profiles. This information is granted
in exchange for the service and according to a privacy agreement.
Each user indicates his/her maximum acceptable delay upon
subscribing to the service. Thus, the deadline of each user’s
request is determined. We assume that the deadline is specific
to each human user, and that it is acquired by enabling the
service/application to monitor the duration for which each user
endures delay before giving up and closing the application.
Note that we are targeting recurrent users that keep using the
service. Thus, the average historical information of each user
(tolerable delay) is used to determine his/her desired QoS. The
data center is responsible for choosing the optimal road segments
for caching.
The data center is equipped with a prediction module that
allows it to predict three pieces of information. First, it predicts
the request time of each user using request patterns predictors,
viz. the work in [49]. Second, the data center estimates the
posting frequency of a given public figure. This information
indicates the Time-to-Live (TTL) of the data. Note that the TTL
of any content indicates the expected time before a public figure
publishes a new post, rendering the previous data obsolete. The
reason for this is that in most social media platforms, posts
tend to be displayed in a chronological order to enable users
to see the most recent posts first. This often makes older posts
get so pushed down the users timeline that they might end up
missing them. Thus, we impose this restriction in order to give
more priority to the most recent posts, particularly with the huge
amount of social media traffic that we might not have enough
caching resources to fully accommodate. Third, the data center
predicts the period of encounter of the requester with each road
segment along its specified trajectory.
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In the proposed prediction module, we focus on the prediction
of the period of encounter only. We do so due to the fact that
the prediction accuracy can be significantly affected by various
factors, including dynamic weather conditions.
After a road segment is selected, the data center sends the
replica to the parked vehicle that has the maximum available
cache capacity at the selected road segment to be cached. Note
that parked vehicles that are willing to dedicate part of their
storage capacity to the caching service are solicited in exchange
for some incentives, such as free parking, sponsored shopping
discounts, free battery charging services at electrical vehicles
charging stations, etc. In the following subsection, we present
the system model.
A. System Model
Let U be the set of users subscribing to the service. Every user
u ∈ U can request a certain data item d ∈ D, where D is the set
of recent contents published by public figures followed by the
users. Each data item d has a time-to-live T T Ld , after which a
new post is generated by the corresponding public figure. Such
a new post is considered a new version of d. Each version of
a data item d, denoted ld , is associated with a generation time
gld , and an expiry time tdlexp . The trajectory of every user u is
denoted Tu . Note that Tu = r1 , r2 ,.. rk represents the sequence of
road segments along the vehicle’s trajectory, where rj denotes
the road segment encountered by the vehicle. The set of all road
segments is denoted R. A road segment rj ∈ R represents a
directed edge exy between two different intersections Ix and Iy ,
where exy = eyx . The time at which a given ld is cached at a
road segment rj is denoted tjd
lcach . The maximum cache capacity
at rj is denoted ζj .
Request generation is modeled using the Zipf-like distribution, which is controlled via a skewness factor, denoted α. The
latter controls the skewness of the popularity distribution. Note
that it is assumed that all requested contents are highly popular,
since we focus on caching the contents generated by public
figures. The time of request of user u for data d is denoted τdu ,
and the deadline of the request is denoted ηdu . A time period,
denoted uj , is assigned to each road segment rj ∈ Tu along the
trajectory of u. This period indicates the start time tu,j,s and
the end time tu,j,e during which it is estimated that user u will
encounter rj (i.e., its time of arrival and departure to and from
rj ). A probability of encounter, denoted Pju , is associated with
each period of encounter. Such a probability represents the level
of certainty of the estimated period.
The problem of estimating the period of encounter can be
considered as a travel time prediction problem considering that
the users can provide the time at which they begin their daily
trips. This indicates the time of arrival to the first road segment
along their trajectory. The time of departure from any road
segment rj along the user’s trajectory can be calculated as given
t
by (1), where γju,j,s is the estimated travel time along rj at time
tu,j,s . The time of arrival at any road segment rj is equal to the
departure time from the previous road segment along the user’s
trajectory (i.e., tu,j,s = tu,j−1,e ). Thus, once the travel time is
estimated, the period of encounter of each vehicle with each road

Fig. 1.

System architecture.

segment along its trajectory can be determined. Fig. 1 depicts the
system architecture, as well as the interaction between its key
players; the data center, moving vehicles, and parked vehicles.
t

tu,j,e = tu,j,s + γju,j,s

(1)

It can be deduced from the way the period of encounter is
estimated that the effect of the travel time prediction error tends
to accumulate as users move further along their trajectory. This
accumulation occurs since the arrival time of any vehicle at any
road segment rj along its trajectory tu,j,s relies on the departure
time from its previous road segment rj−1 , which in turn depends
on the estimated travel time at rj−1 . Thus, the first road segment
along a user’s trajectory tends to render the least error compared
to subsequent road segments, whereas the last one renders the
highest error. Accordingly, the closer a road segment is to the
first road segment in the sequential order of a user’s trajectory,
the lower the prediction error, and thus the higher the certainty.
Thus, the probability of encounter Pju is calculated as given by
(2), where Λurj is the position of rj in the sequential order of
trajectory Tu of user u.
Λur − 1
Pju = 1 − |T |j
u
u
i=1 Λri − 1

(2)

Note that the data center can have access to a plethora of traffic
monitoring services that provide the most recent traffic updates.
This includes the actual average travel time at every road segment. Parked vehicles can also periodically report information
pertaining to the actual average travel time at the road segments
where they reside. Such updates can be used to adjust the cache
placement decisions if the actual values of the average travel
time differ from the predicted values.
In our system, the application implements a reliable data
transfer protocol, with error recovery, in order to ensure the
delivery of all packets. Upon data transmission, the sender waits
for an acknowledgment from the receiver. If no acknowledgment
is received, the packet is retransmitted. The rate at which the
vehicles are moving compared to the rate of data propagation
enables such a recovery protocol to ensure the robustness of data
transmission under error-triggering channel conditions.
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B. Prediction Module
In this section, we present the proposed PSO-LSTM prediction module, including the data preparation stage, the model
prediction methodology, and the training procedure.
1) Data Preparation: The dataset used is generated using the
Simulation of Urban MObility (SUMO) tool [50]. Using SUMO,
we create a road topography that consists of 120 different edges.
We emulate the traffic behavior of users that have a repetitive
pattern in terms of the daily route they follow. This is done over
a period of 6 months, where the traffic of one day is simulated
over a period of 2000 seconds. Only two types of days, namely
weekdays and weekends, are considered per week. Each type
triggers a different traffic distribution. We divide the total period
of 2000 seconds per day into a number of consecutive time
intervals, each of which is composed of 30 seconds. Thus, for
each edge, there is a total of 66 rows representing the travel
time values per day at that edge, and 528 rows per month. The
6-month period involves 3,168 rows per edge, and a total of
380,160 for all edges.
Each of the aforementioned rows includes the following information: the weather condition, the day of the week, the time of
the day, the road segment ID (i.e., edge ID), and the average
travel time. We consider three types of weather conditions
(sunny, moderately snowing, and heavily snowing), as well as
two types of days (weekdays, and weekends). In [51], real data
sets were used in order to facilitate the calibration of SUMO
to different weather conditions, and it has been shown that the
effect of weather conditions can be simulated by varying certain
parameters in SUMO. Thus, we have varied such parameters
according to the findings in [51]. Note that aside from the time
of the day and the average travel time, the remaining aforementioned features are categorical features. Thus, we represent each
of them as a vector of 1’s and 0’s using one-hot encoding [52].
In long-term travel time predictions, as the case in our proposed model, the prediction of future travel time along any given
road segment at a certain time period on Saturday for example
requires exploiting the data representing the travel time values at
the same time period in the N previous Saturdays. Accordingly,
the data preparation stage converts the aforementioned rows
of the dataset into a sequential structure, where each sample
is composed of N time steps, each of which consists of the
previously discussed features.
2) Long Short-Term Memory Model (LSTM): An LSTM has
a chain-like structure that is composed of a number of cells in
its hidden layer (LSTM cells). An LSTM cell consists of three
gates, referred to as input gate, forget gate, and output gate [42].
Such gates control the flow of information to the cell state [42],
[48]. At time t, the input is denoted xt , which is a multivariate
input. It is a matrix of size X × B, where X is the size of the
input features, and B is the batch size. The cell input state is
denoted C̃t , the cell output state is denoted Ct , and its preceding
state is denoted Ct−1 . The hidden layer output and its previous
output are denoted ht and ht−1 , respectively. The size of C̃t ,
Ct , ht , and ht−1 is H × B, where H is the number of hidden
units [42]. The input, forget, and output gates are denoted it , ft ,
and ot , respectively, and are all of size H × B.
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In LSTM, both Ct and ht are passed on to the next cell. In
order to calculate Ct and ht , the following procedure, referred
to as the forward propagation procedure, is performed [42]:
1) The input, forget, and output gates are first calculated
using (3), (4), and (5), respectively. The cell input state
is then calculated as given by (6). The matrices Wxi , Wxf ,
Wxo , and WxC are the weight matrices of size H × X that
connect the input xt to the input gate, forget gate, output
gate, and the cell input state, respectively. In contrast, the
matrices Whi , Whf , Who , and WhC are the weight matrices
of size H × H that connect ht−1 to the input gate, forget
gate, output gate, and the cell input state, respectively.
The matrices bi , bf , bo , and bC are the bias matrices of
size H × B of the input gate, forget gate, output gate, and
cell input state, respectively.
it = σ(Wxi .xt + Whi .ht−1 + bi )

(3)

ft = σ(Wxf .xt + Whf .ht−1 + bf )

(4)

ot = σ(Wxo .xt + Who .ht−1 + bo )

(5)

C̃t = tanh(WxC .xt + WhC .ht−1 + bC )

(6)

2) The cell output state Ct is calculated using (7).
Ct = it ∗ C̃t + ft ∗ Ct−1

(7)

3) The hidden layer output ht is calculated using (8).
ht = ot ∗ tanh(Ct )

(8)

The aforementioned steps require learning the weight and bias
matrices that would render the minimum prediction error. Thus,
the LSTM model needs to be trained in order for these matrices
to be learned. We provide a detailed discussion of the proposed
training procedure below.
3) PSO-LSTM Training: In most existing LSTM-based models, the training process is typically based on the gradient descent
backpropagation algorithm (BP) [42], [48]. This algorithm can
lead to local minima entrapment. Thus, we propose to exploit the
use of PSO during the training process since it has the capability
of significantly expanding the search space compared to the
gradient descent algorithm, thus increasing the chance of finding
the global minima [53]–[55].
In PSO, every solution of a given problem is represented by a
particle that can iteratively navigate in the search landscape for
the purpose of reaching the best solution. The total number of
particles is denoted S, the total number of iterations is denoted
K, and the total number of components is denoted J. The
position of each component j ∈ J of each particle pi ∈ L at
iteration k ∈ K is iteratively updated by considering two vectors, namely the position vector and the velocity vector, denoted
k+1
and Vijk+1 , respectively. In the proposed PSO-LSTM, the
Zij
position and velocity of each particle is expressed in the form
of a matrix. In particular, the components of each particle are
the aforementioned weight and bias matrices, whose optimal
values (i.e., position) need to be learned. Note that the position
of each particle is evaluated based on a certain fitness function.
In the proposed model, this function is the Root Mean Square
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Error (RMSE), which is given by (9), where Q is the set of
observations/samples, and |Q| is the number of observations,
x̃q is the q th predicted value of the travel time and xq is its
corresponding q th observed value.

|Q|
2
q=1 (x̃q − xq )
(9)
RM SE =
|Q|
k+1
In each iteration k, the matrices Zij
and Vijk+1 of the
component j of each particle pi are calculated using (10) and
(11), respectively [55]. In (10), Pijk is the best local position of
the j th component of pi , and Gkj is the best global position of
the j th component among all particles [55].
k
k
) + c2 r2 (Gkj − Zij
)
Vijk+1 = ωVijk + c1 r1 (Pijk − Zij

(10)

k+1
k
= Zij
+ Vijk+1
Zij

(11)

Note that the best position indicates the solution rendering the
minimum RMSE. The parameter ω is the inertia weight that
lies in the range [0,1] and controls how much the particle’s
movement is influenced by its preceding motion [55]. The
parameters c1 and c2 are the learning coefficients of the local
and global solution, respectively [55]. They help weigh the
importance of the previous experiences of the particles [55].
The parameters r1 and r2 are two random numbers in the range
[0,1] that are used to control the randomness of the search [54].
Such random parameters can help avoid premature convergence,
thus increasing the chance of finding the global optima [55].
Based on the aforementioned discussion, the PSO-LSTM
training procedure works as follows:
1) Set the number of components J to 13, where the components represent the weight and bias matrices. Initialize
the the local minimum error of each particle, denoted
, as well as the global minimum error, denoted
RMSELmin
i
RMSEGmin . For each particle pi ∈ M , and for each component j ∈ J, initialize the position and velocity matrices,
k
and Vijk , and set the best local position Pijk , as well as
Zij
k
the weight and bias matrices to the corresponding Zij
.
2) In each iteration k ∈ K, do the following for each particle
pi ∈ M :
a) Perform the LSTM forward propagation procedure to
calculate the predicted value of each sample q ∈ Q.
This is done using (3)– (17).
b) Based on the predicted travel time values acquired,
calculate the error RM SEik using (9).
c) If RMSEki is less than the particle’s local minimum
error, set the latter to RMSEki , and its best local position
k
. Otherwise, they remain the same.
to Zij
d) Determine the particle, denoted pb , that renders the
minimum error among all particles (i.e., the one that
has the minimum local RMSE). If the particle’s local
minimum error is less than the global minimum error, set RMSEGmin to the particle’s local minimum
RMSE, and set pb to pi . Otherwise, RMSEGmin remains the same.

3) Once all the particles are processed, if RMSEGmin has
changed, the best global position of each component Gkj
k
is set to that of pb (i.e., Gkj =Zbj
).
4) For each particle, update the position of the weight and
bias matrices using (10) and (11).
5) After finishing the last iteration, the global best position
Gj is acquired ∀j ∈ J. The final weight and bias matrices
are set accordingly.
Note that the complexity of the aforementioned training procedure is O(SQNW) per iteration, where S is the number of
particles, Q is the number of training samples, N is the number
of time steps, and W is given by 4H 2 + 4HB + 3H + OH
[56]. As previously mentioned, H, B, and O are the dimensions
of the weight matrices. Despite the relatively long convergence
time that this training procedure requires, it is worth mentioning
that it is performed by the data center offline. Also, it is only
repeated when large enough new datasets that would trigger
updated parameters become available. We assume that such
offline training is triggered once on a weekly or monthly basis.
Accordingly, the practicality of the system is still preserved.
Once the training procedure is terminated, and all hyperparameters are determined, we perform the LSTM forward
propagation procedure on the testing data to predict the average
travel time on each road segment at each time interval. We then
estimate the travel time of each individual user. In order for this
to occur, we perform the following procedure after training the
model.
4) Travel Time Estimation of Individual Users: In our proposed prediction scheme, we consider the fact that the personalized travel time of different drivers can deviate from the
estimated average travel time based on their driving behavior.
For instance, more cautious drivers tend to move relatively
slower than most average drivers, while expert drivers can move
a little faster. Thus, we classify the users in our dataset into three
classes; class 1: cautious, class 2: average, and class 3: expert.
This is done by calculating the degree of their membership to
each class, denoted ϑij . The degree of membership of user i to
class 1, ϑi1 , is calculated as the ratio of the number of times
that the individual travel time of user i subceeds the average
travel time by a certain threshold, denoted thdm , to the total
number of samples. In contrast, ϑi3 is the ratio of the number
of times that the individual travel time of user i exceeds the
average travel time by thdm , to the total number of samples,
while ϑi2 is the ratio reflecting the number of times that neither
the first case nor the second one applies. The class rendering the
highest membership is the one to which user i belongs. In order
to estimate the individual travel time of each user belonging to
each class, we do the following:
1) We cluster the training data into Y clusters, so that those
belonging to users moving along the same road segment on
the same type of day, as well as at the same time interval,
and under the same weather conditions over the available
months, are grouped together.
2) Each cluster y ∈ Y is then divided into By sub-clusters
enclosing users in y whose movement is associated with
the same month and the same week.
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3) For each cluster b ∈ By , ∀y ∈ Y , we calculate the standard deviation, SDb,y of the users’ individual travel time.
SDb,y is calculated based on (12), where γ́b,y is the
average travel time of the users in cluster b ∈ By , γi,b,y
is the individual travel time of user ui ∈ b, and nb,y is the
number of users in b ∈ By .

nb,y
2
i=1 (γi,b,y − γ́b,y )
SDb,y =
(12)
nb,y
4) We then calculate the pooled standard deviation for each
cluster y ∈ Y , denoted SDpy to estimate the aggregated
standard deviation pertaining to all the sub-clusters By
belonging to y. Note that this will be used to estimate the
final individual travel time of users. The value of SDpy is
calculated using (13).

 B y
2
 b=1 (nb,y − 1)SDb,y
y
SDp =  By
(13)
b=1 (nb,y − 1)
5) Once the pooled standard deviation is determined, the
estimated individual travel time of each user u in the
testing set satisfying the same conditions in y can be
calculated based on (14), where γ̄y is the predicted average
travel time.
⎧
⎨ γ̄y − SDpy if u is a cautious driver
if u is an average driver
γ̃u,y = γ̄y
(14)
⎩
γ̄y + SDpy if u is an expert driver
C. Optimal Proactive Caching
In this subsection, we present the optimal solution of the
proactive cache placement module, called the Vehicular Optimal
Proactive Caching (VOPC). We provide a detailed discussion of
the ILP cache placement problem formulation in VOPC. Our
objective is to maximize cache hits that ensure the spatiotemporal availability of the cached replicas for the users to proactively
acquire within a certain time frame. In order to ensure such an
availability, the following six assignment restrictions need to be
taken into consideration when making a caching decision at road
segment rj to satisfy the request of user u for data item d:
1) rj must be part of the user’s trajectory (rj ∈ Tu ).
2) The deadline of the request should be after the user u starts
its period of encounter with rj (ηdu > tujstart ). This is to
ensure that the user does not acquire the cached data after
the deadline of the request.
3) The cached replica should still be valid by the time the user
starts passing by rj (tdlexp > tujstart ). This is to guarantee
that the data is acquired before its expiry time.
4) The cached replica must still be valid by the time the user
requests it (tdlexp > τdu ).
5) The replica must be already cached at rj before the user
is done passing by the road segment (tujend > tjd
lcach ).
6) The replica should already be cached and available at rj
before the deadline (ηdu > tjd
lcach ).
The set of requests satisfying the aforementioned restrictions
for each road segment rj ∈ R can be predetermined. To do so,
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for each rj ∈ R, we specify the set of users Fjd who request
d and abide to restrictions (1) and (2). In order to check the
remaining restrictions, potential updated versions of each data
item d ∈ D, as well as their caching and expiry time need to
be determined. Thus, we specify the potential versions of d that
can satisfy the requests of the users in Fjd . Such versions are the
ones that will be generated during the period of encounter of the
requesters in Fjd with rj . This period begins from the start time
of their earliest period of encounter with rj , denoted a, until the
end time of the latest period of encounter, denoted b.
As depicted in Fig. 2(a), in order to specify the potential
versions of a data item d, we use the version available at the
current time, denoted lcd , whose generation time gldc is known.
Starting from lcd , we determine the subsequent versions. The first
version that can satisfy the requests of Fjd is the first one whose
expiry time > a, whereas the last version is the one whose expiry
time > b. For example, as shown in Fig. 2(a), the candidate
versions of d1 that can be assigned to requesters satisfying
restrictions (1) and (2), are determined. The start and end time
of the earliest and latest periods of encounter of such requesters
with rj are given by a and b, respectively. The generation time
of the current version, lcur , is known to be at 8:05. The TTL of
d1 is 30 min. Thus, lcur expires at 8:35, marking the generation
of the next updated version lnext which will expire at 9:05. This
replica is considered the first candidate version of d1 that can be
cached at rj , since its expiry time is greater than a. The version
lnext+1 is the last candidate since its expiry time exceeds b.
Once the potential versions are determined, the lifetime of
each version at the corresponding road segment is specified.
Thus, for each road segment, we define a set of intervals Adj
for every data item. Each interval starts from the time at which
the corresponding version is to be cached at rj , denoted tjd
lcach ,
until the time it expires, denoted tdlexp . Note that the data center
sends each version for caching once it is generated. Thus, tjd
lcach
is equal to gld + Δjduration , where Δjduration is the amount
of time required for the road segment (i.e., parked vehicle) to
receive the replica from the data center. The value of Δjduration
is calculated as the length of the shortest path to rj divided by
the average propagation speed. As depicted in Fig. 2(b), once
the versions of d1 at rj are determined, the set of their intervals
are defined. The defined intervals represent the spatiotemporal
caching slots to which the requests can be assigned. Since d1
has two versions, the two intervals I1d1 and I2d1 are defined.
For each interval k ∈ Adj , and based on the aforementioned
restrictions (3-6), we define the set of users belonging to Fjd
that consider k a feasible spatiotemporal caching slot. This set is
d
.
denoted Bjk
Another important restriction is ensuring that the cache capacity limit at each road segment is not exceeded. The cache
capacity of a road segment is only affected by the replicas of
different data items assigned to it simultaneously. For instance,
in Fig. 2(b), intervals I1d1 , I1d2 , and I1d3 overlap. Thus, if each
of them has at least one request assigned to it, the consumed
cache capacity would be 3. Hence, for each road segment
rj ∈ R, we define Oj as the set of sets ψj , where ψj is the
set of intervals that overlap in rj . In Fig. 2(b), this is given
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Fig. 2. An example illustrating the process of determining the spatiotemporal caching slots at road segment rj . (a) Candidate versions of d1 (b) Intervals for the
updated versions of d1 , d2 , and d3 .

by Oj ={{I1d1 , I1d2 , I1d3 }, {I2d1 , I1d2 , I2d3 }, {I1d1 , I1d2 , I2d3 },
{I2d1 , I2d2 }}.
The objective is to assign the requests to the proper spatiotemporal caching slots, such that the probability of cache hits that
guarantee the acquisition of the data within the desired time
frame is maximized. As previously mentioned, for each caching
slot, the set of requests that consider it feasible for caching is
d
d
. Bjk
is predetermined based on the aforementioned
denoted Bjk
six assignment restrictions.
The problem is formulated as a 0-1 Integer Linear Program
(0-1 ILP), where the decision variable xdijk is set to 1 if the
request of user i for data item d is assigned to interval k at
road segment j, and 0 otherwise. In the objective function, the
probability of cache hits is reflected using the probability of
encounter of users with the road segments. The reason for this is
that such a probability, Pju , determines the degree of accuracy of
the estimated period of encounter, and thus plays a vital role in
assuring the spatiotemporal availability of the assigned replicas.
For example, if user u passes all the restrictions relative to a
particular spatiotemporal caching slot at rj , but its probability of
encounter with the latter is small, then another caching slot might
be a better alternative for u. In addition, the way the probability
is calculated enables the delay to be minimized. This is since
the earlier the road segment is encountered along the trajectory
of users, the higher the probability.
The aforementioned objective is subject to the constraints
C1-C4. Constraint C1 specifies that each request must be assigned to at most one interval. This is to make sure that each
request is assigned only once. Constraint C2 indicates that for
each rj ∈ R, the total number of overlapping intervals at rj that
have at least one request assigned to them should not exceed
the maximum cache capacity ζj . This constraint is checked for
each set of overlapping intervals ψj ∈ Oj at rj . Constraints
C3 and C4 are artificial constraints designed to verify C2 (i.e.,
the cache capacity constraint). In order for C2 to be verified,
we need to determine the number of overlapping intervals that
have at least one request assigned to them. For this purpose,
we define an artificial variable, δjk , which is set to 1 if at least
one request is assigned
 to interval k at road segment j, and
0 otherwise. Thus, if i∈B d xdijk ≥1, then δjk =1. Otherwise,
jk
δ
then
jk =0. This can also be expressed as follows:
if δjk =1,
d
d
d xijk ≥1. Otherwise, if δjk =0, then
d xijk <1.
i∈Bjk
i∈Bjk
Since it is not possible to include a conditional statement in
the formulation problem, constraints C3 and C4 are constructed
to serve the same purpose. The variable M in C3 and C4 is set to

a large positive value to ensure thatit is larger than the maximum
possible value of the summation i∈B d xdijk .
jk
In order to verify that the conditional statement is satisfied
by C3 and C4, consider that the value of δjk is set to zero in
both
This results in the following inequality: −M ≤
 constraints.
d
x
<
1.
Similarly, if δjk is set to 1 in C3 and C4, the
d
i∈Bjk ijk

inequality, 1 ≤ i∈B d xdijk < M + 2, is obtained. Thus, C3
jk
and C4 serve the desired purpose.
Pji xdijk

max
xd
ijk

d
d∈D j∈R k∈Ad
j i∈Bjk

s.t.
xdijk ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ U, ∀d ∈ D

C1:
j∈R

k∈Ad
j

δjk ≤ ζj ∀j ∈ R, ∀ψj ∈ Oj

C2:
k∈ψj

xdijk ≥ δjk (M + 1) − M ∀j ∈ R, ∀k ∈ Adj

C3:
d
i∈Bjk

xdijk < δjk (M + 1) + 1 ∀j ∈ R, ∀k ∈ Adj

C4:
d
i∈Bjk

D. Heuristic-Based Proactive Cache Placement
In order to deal with practical real-time requirements, we propose a greedy heuristic algorithm called the Predictive Proactive
Cache Placement scheme (PPCP) to solve the aforementioned
cache placement problem.
In PPCP, the data center divides the users into different classes,
each of which is composed of the users that request the same
data item. Let C be the set of classes created by the data center.
Each class c ∈ C is assigned a rank based on the popularity of the
content requested by the users in c. Such popularity is calculated
based on the number of users requesting the content. Based on
the calculated ranks, the classes are sorted in a descending order,
thus specifying the sequential order of processing each class. The
data center then applies the following two stages on each class
c ∈ C sequentially:
1) Specifying the eligible spatiotemporal caching slots for
each user
The same aforementioned time-constraint restrictions (16) indicated in VOPC are evaluated to determine the
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eligibility of the spatiotemporal caching slots for each
c
is generated
user. An eligibility matrix, denoted Em×n×o
accordingly. The eligibility matrix specifies the eligible
spatiotemporal caching slots for each requester within the
class c, where m = |c|, n = |R|, and o = |Ad,c
j |. Note that,
as previously mentioned, Adj is the set of intervals at which
the potential versions of d can be cached in rj . In order
to do that, for each road segment rj ∈ R, we perform the
same aforementioned steps indicated in VOPC until we
d,c
, that consider
determine the set of users in c, denoted Bjk
the interval k ∈ Ad,c
an eligible spatiotemporal caching
j
slot. The eligibility matrix is then created based on (15).
eijk =

d,c
1 ui ∈ Bjk
0 Otherwise

(15)

2) Assigning requests to the proper spatiotemporal caching
slots
As previously mentioned, the goal is to maximize cache hits
by maximizing the probability of encounter of the requests
assigned to the designated replicas. This is while maintaining the
cache capacity limit and the QoS demanded by users. Note that
this QoS is maintained through the aforementioned restrictions
that were used to construct the eligibility matrix.
In order to solve the cache placement problem, an iterative
procedure is executed. A matrix called the assignment matrix,
denoted Gcm×n×o is generated and iteratively revised to assign
spatiotemporal caching slots to all users/requests within class
c ∈ C.
The assignment matrix is created based on (16), where w is
the iteration number, Pji is the probability of encounter of user i
with road segment rj . As previously mentioned in VOPC, Oj is
the set of sets ψj , where ψj is the set of intervals that overlap in
rj . Also, δjk = 1 if at least one request is assigned to a replica
at interval k in road segment rj . Otherwise, δjk = 0.
⎧ i
w−1
⎨ Pj ifg
ijk > 0, and

w
(16)
=
gijk
k∈ψj δjk ≤ ζj , ∀ψj ∈ Oj
⎩
0 Otherwise
Let U  be the set of users (i.e., requests) in c ∈ C who have
not been assigned a spatiotemporal caching slot yet and C  be
the set of users in c ∈ C who have already been assigned a
spatiotemporal caching slot. Initially, the iteration number w is
set to 1, and the assignment matrix is set to the eligibility matrix
0
= eijk ). Also, U  is set to c ∈ C, C  is empty, and the
(i.e., gijk
list of assigned replicas is empty. For each interval k at each road
segment rj , δjk is set to 0 if c = 1. Otherwise, δjk is equal to
its latest value that was assigned during processing the previous
class.
The following steps are iteratively applied as long as U  is not
empty:
1) The assignment matrix is modified based on (16).
2) The level of cache hits over each interval in each road
segment, denoted LHrj k is determined by calculating the
sum of the assignment matrix values for all the users in
U  over interval k in road segment rj . The spatiotemporal
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caching slot yielding the maximum level of cache hits,
denoted rĵ k̂ , is selected for caching.
The value of δĵ k̂ is updated by setting it to one.
3) rĵ k̂ represents the spatiotemporal caching slot assigned
to users (i.e., corresponding requests) who consider it an
eligible caching slot. Thus, the set of users in U  with
non-zero entries in the assignment matrix over rĵ k̂ are
grouped together in c ∈ C  and eliminated from the set
U  . The list of assigned replicas is updated by affiliating
c ∈ C  to rĵ k̂ and the data item to be sent dc . A Least
Frequently Used replacement policy is applied if U  is
still not empty and all the road segments have exhausted
their full cache capacity.
4) The iteration number is incremented by one (i.e., w =
w + 1), and the steps 1-4 are repeated. This is done until
U  becomes empty. Once this occurs, the list of assigned
replicas can be obtained.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we use VOPC to quantify the potential gains
of the heuristic-based predictive caching approach PPCP. Towards that end, we assume perfect knowledge in VOPC (i.e.,
100% prediction accuracy). We also evaluate the performance
of our predictive proactive caching approach compared to a
representative of the Broadcast-based Proactive Caching (BPC)
approach [30]. It is implemented while ignoring the effects of
the bandwidth issues that render the broadcast-based approach
unsuitable for social media access applications. In addition, we
compare our proposed PSO-LSTM prediction technique to the
Gradient Descent-based LSTM model (GD-LSTM). Thus, we
implement two versions of PPCP; one using PSO-LSTM and
another using GD-LSTM. These versions are referred to as
PPCP-PSO and PPCP-GD. Furthermore, in order to assess the
effect of taking varying weather conditions into consideration
in the prediction model, we evaluate the prediction accuracy
of both GD-LSTM and PSO-LSTM compared to the long-term
GD-based LSTM model proposed in [48], which has not taken
the weather into consideration. We refer to it as GD-LSTMNoWeather (GD-LSTM-NW).
In order to predict the travel time, we create an LSTM neural
network. At time t, the input xt is the historical data that includes
information about the weather, the day of the week, the time of
the day, the road segment, as well as the historical average time.
The final output of the network, denoted x̃t+1 , is the predicted
future average time on the same day along that road segment.
Using the calculated value of ht , given by (8), we calculate the
predicted value as given by (17), where W2 is the weight matrix
connecting the hidden layer and the output layer, and b is the bias
term of the latter. Note that the series LSTM-based prediction is
based on N historical data.
x̃t+1 = W2 .ht + b

(17)

We use the following performance metrics: 1) the average
delay experienced starting from the time a request is generated
until the data packet is received, 2) the packet delivery ratio,
which is the ratio of data packets successfully delivered to the
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total number of generated data packets, 3) the cache hit ratio,
which is the ratio of requests satisfied by caching nodes to the
total number of received data packets, and 4) the satisfaction
ratio, which is the ratio of data packets received before the
specified deadline to the total number of data received.
In addition to the aforementioned metrics, two more metrics
are used in order to assess the prediction accuracy of the prediction model. The first metric is the RMSE, given by (9), and
the second is the coefficient of determination, referred to as R2 ,
which is another prominent statistical measure for evaluating
the performance of prediction models. R2 is defined as the
percentage of variance in a dependent variable that is caused by
its relationship with an independent variable [42]. It is given by
(18), where SSRegression , and SST otal are the squared sum of
the regression error, and the squared sum of the total error, given
by (19) and (20), respectively. Note that xi , and x̂i are the actual
and predicted values of the average travel time, respectively,
while x̄ is the mean value of the data points.
R2 = 1 −

SSRegression
SST otal

(18)

(xi − x̂i )2

(19)

Fig. 3. RMSE and R2 over varying hidden units in GD-LSTM-NW, GDLSTM, and PSO-LSTM. (a) R2 (b) RMSE.

Q

SSRegression =

TABLE I
PREDICTION PERFORMANCE RESULTS

i=1
Q

SST otal =

(xi − x̄)

2

(20)

i=1

A. Simulation Setup
Simulations are conducted using the NS-3 network simulator [28]. NS-3 is integrated with Gurobi [29] to generate the
optimal solution in VOPC. Simulations are performed over a
6 × 6 road grid topography, comprised of 120 edges. Realistic
vehicular mobility traces are created using the SUMO traffic
simulator [50]. The network consists of 600/km2 moving vehicles, 200 of which are requesters. The simulation period is set
to 2000 seconds. The transmission range is set to 200 m and the
beacon interval is set to 1 s. We use the IEEE 802.11p WAVE
standard. Traffic updates are reported to the data center every 3
minutes. In BPC, data is broadcasted every 8 seconds.
Based on the Zipf-like distribution with a skewness
factor=1.2, the interest generation is distributed among 50 public figures, each of which publishes a new post every 5 − 7
minutes, rendering the previous one obsolete. The number of
parked vehicles is 240, uniformly distributed among the road
segments. Each parked vehicle remains at its assigned parking
space for the entire simulation period. We vary the dedicated
cache capacity at roadside caching units at each intersection in
BPC, as well as the total cache capacity of the parked vehicles
at each road segment in VOPC and PPCP. This is expressed
as the percentage, denoted θ, of the total number of contents
that can be requested. The time of each request is assigned a
random value that lies within the trip duration of the requester.
The deadline of each request is set to the request time+β. Unless
otherwise specified, θ and β are set to 60% and 10 seconds,
respectively. The percentage of road segments that have parked

vehicles residing at them is set to 100%. The threshold thdm is
set to 15 seconds.
The number of hidden units H in the three LSTM models
is set to 12. The batch size is set to 1, the number of epochs
in GD-LSTM and GD-LSTM-NW is set to 50, whereas that of
PSO-LSTM is set to 30. The number of particles is set to 40, and
the values of ω, c1 , and c2 are set to 0.5, 1.5, and 1.5, respectively.
The learning rate in gradient descent is 0.1, and the number of
time steps in the three models is 6. We split the dataset into 80%
training data and 20% testing data.
B. Results and Discussion
In our experiments, we evaluate the performance of BPC,
PPCP-GD, PPCP-PSO, and VOPC under varying cache capacity
percentage θ, and varying percentage of road segments with
parked vehicles κ. In addition, we evaluate the prediction accuracy of GD-LSTM-NW, GD-LSTM, and PSO-LSTM. The
results acquired are discussed below. Simulation results are
presented at a confidence level=90%.
1) Prediction Model Results: We first present the results of
the three prediction models GD-LSTM-NW, GD-LSTM, and
PSO-LSTM in terms of R2 and RMSE in order to evaluate their
performance in terms of prediction accuracy. Table I shows the
numerical values of R2 and RMSE of each of the three schemes
over different number of hidden units H.
As shown in Fig. 3, PSO-LSTM yields the highest R2 and
lowest RMSE among all schemes at H = 10, with a difference
gain of 9%, and 5% in R2 (Fig. 3(a)) and a reduction of 53%
and 38% in RMSE (Fig. 3(b)) compared to GD-LSTM-NW and
GD-LSTM, respectively. GD-LSTM outperforms GD-LSTMNW, where it yields a difference gain of 4% in terms of R2 , and
a reduction of 25% in terms of RMSE.
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Fig. 4. Performance results of BPC, PPCP-GD, PPCP-PSO, and VOPC over varying cache capacity (θ). (a) Average delay (b) Packet delivery ratio (c) Cache hit
ratio (d) Satisfaction ratio.

At H = 12, the leverage of PSO-LSTM further increases.
It renders the highest R2 and lowest RMSE, where it yields
a difference gain of 14% and 9% in R2 , and a decrease of
64% and 47% in RMSE compared to GD-LSTM-NW and
GD-LSTM, respectively. In addition, GD-LSTM improves both
R2 and RMSE compared to GD-LSTM-NW, where it renders a
difference gain of 5% in R2 , and a decrease of 32% in RMSE. At
H = 14, PSO-LSTM sustains the same performance in both R2
and RMSE as those yielded at H = 12, while the corresponding
values of GD-LSTM slightly improve, with a difference gain in
R2 of only 1%, and a reduction in RMSE of only 2% compared
to its previous values at H = 12. In contrast, when H is equal
to 14, the performance of GD-LSTM-NW slightly deteriorates
compared to its previous values at H = 12. In particular, GDLSTM-NW yields a 2% difference loss in its R2 , and a decrease
of 15% in its RMSE. Since the performance of PSO-LSTM has
not changed from H = 12 to H = 14, and that of GD-LSTM
has only slightly improved, we set H to 12 in our experiments
since the gain is not worth the time cost.
2) The Impact of Cache Capacity: In this experiment, the
cache capacity percentage θ is varied from 20% to 100% to
assess the performance of our proposed schemes under low,
medium, and high cache capacity.
Fig. 4(a) shows the performance of BPC, PPCP-GD, PPCPPSO, and VOPC in terms of average delay over varying percentage of cache capacity. As depicted in Fig. 4(a), the predictive
approach demonstrates significant reduction in delay compared
to BPC, where PPCP-GD, and PPCP-PSO improve the average
delay by up to 72% and 81%, respectively, and the gap between
BPC and the optimal solution VOPC reaches up to 99.7%. This
is since requesters in BPC rely on opportunistic encounter with
vehicles that happen to have the data. Such an encounter might
take some time to occur, which could delay the process of data
acquisition. The possibility of this encounter is further prolonged
as the cache capacity θ decreases. This is due to the reduction
in data availability. In contrast, the predictive approach enables
the data to be proactively acquired within a certain time frame
specified by users.
The optimal solution VOPC yields the upper bound on the
potential improvement in delay. PPCP approaches VOPC as θ
increases. In contrast, the gap between the two increases as θ
decreases, where the gap between PPCP-GD and VOPC rises

up to 64%, while that between PPCP-PSO and VOPC rises up
to 48% when θ is equal to 20%. This indicates a room for improvement in the heuristic solution. The reason is that the lower
the cache capacity, the higher the chance of assigning requests
to road segments with which the users have more accumulated
prediction error. This is since road segments yielding lower
accumulated error might already be fully occupied. As a result of
the higher prediction accuracy yielded by PSO-LSTM compared
to GD-LSTM, the magnitude of the accumulated prediction error
at road segments encountered further ahead along the users’
trajectory is reduced in PPCP-PSO compared to PPCP-GD. This
leads to a significant reduction in delay, reaching up to 38%,
achieved by the former compared to the latter.
Fig. 4(b) demonstrates the performance of the schemes in
terms of packet delivery ratio over varying θ. VOPC yields
the upper bound on the reachable packet delivery ratio. The
predictive approach exhibits a significant improvement over
BPC, where PPCP-GD, and PPCP-PSO increase the packet
delivery ratio by up to 18% and 24%, respectively, while the
gap between BPC and the optimal solution VOPC reaches up
to 36%. This is because the chance that the broadcasted data
packets reach the requesters in BPC is largely dependent on the
opportunistic encounter with the corresponding data holders.
In contrast, in both VOPC and PPCP, the data is acquired by
requesters as they deterministically pass by the caching nodes,
thus significantly reducing the risk of packet loss.
PPCP approaches the optimal solution VOPC in terms of
packet delivery ratio as θ increases, whereas the gap between
PPCP and VOPC increases as θ decreases. In particular, the gap
between PPCP-GD and VOPC can reach up to 15%, while that
between PPCP-PSO and VOPC can reach up to 5% only. This
is due to the increasing risk in PPCP that requesters pass by
the designated caching nodes either before the data has been
cached or after it has expired. Such a risk manifests as the
cache capacity is reduced due to the higher risk that replicas
are placed at road segments with higher accumulated prediction
error. In contrast, as θ increases, this risk is significantly reduced.
Note that PPCP-PSO outperforms its GD counterpart, with an
increase of up to 11%. This is due to the higher prediction
accuracy of PSO-LSTM compared to GD-LSTM, which in turn
reduces the accumulated prediction error at road segments, thus
reducing the risk of packet loss. As θ decreases, the risk of
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failing to find a caching parked vehicle at a road segment that
the requester passes by along its trajectory, and that abides to all
the time-sensitive constraints increases. This could force data
acquisition to occur from the data center, which, as explained
later, increases the risk of dropping the packets due to failure to
reach the requesters.
We conduct the same experiment to evaluate the performance
in terms of cache hit ratio over varying θ. As depicted in
Fig. 4(c), the predictive proactive caching approach significantly
outperforms BPC, where PPCP-GD, and PPCP-PSO improve
the cache hit ratio by up to 23% and 29%, respectively, while
the gap between BPC and the optimal solution VOPC can reach
up to 37%. This is due to the fact that as θ decreases, data
availability at caching nodes decreases in BPC, which makes
it harder for requesters to opportunistically encounter caching
nodes that have the contents they desire. In contrast, VOPC
and PPCP are designed such that contents are mainly acquired
from caching nodes as requesters pass by. Data acquisition
from the data center could be triggered when none of the road
segments that the requesters pass by, and which abide to the
time-sensitive constraints, has enough cache capacity, or when
the requesters pass by the designated parked vehicle that is
responsible for acting as their data provider, but the data is not
found. The latter could occur either because the requesters have
departed the road segment before the data has been cached or
they arrived after it has already expired. Note that since we are
assuming perfect knowledge (i.e., 100% prediction accuracy) in
VOPC, this possibility never occurs. In contrast, it could occur
in PPCP. In which case, the data center can give the requesters
another chance for data acquisition when it re-examines the
cache placement procedure or it can directly send them a replica
if there is no caching opportunity. The latter option could reduce
the cache hit ratio. As previously mentioned, as θ increases, this
risk is significantly reduced. Also, even if this risk occurs, there
is a possibility that the data might be opportunistically acquired
from nearby caching nodes, which could be parked or moving
vehicles. Note that such a possibility increases as θ increases,
due to the increased data availability at caching nodes.
VOPC provides the upper bound on the potential cache hit
ratio increase under varying θ. The gap between PPCP and
VOPC can reach up to 6% between PPCP-PSO and VOPC, and
11% between PPCP-GD and VOPC. This indicates that PPCP
approaches the optimal solution even under low values of θ. This
can be largely attributed to the aforementioned alternatives that
enable the data to still be acquired from caching nodes even when
requesters reach their designated caching slots too early or too
late to be procured. Since the aforementioned risk is reduced in
PPCP-PSO compared to its GD counterpart, it achieves a higher
cache hit ratio compared to PPCP-GD, with an improvement of
up to 5%.
Fig. 4(d) depicts the effect of varying θ on the satisfaction ratio
of users. It shows that the predictive proactive caching approach
yields a significant improvement in terms of satisfaction ratio
compared to BPC, where PPCP-GD, and PPCP-PSO improve
it by up to 63% and 81%, respectively, while the gap between
BPC and the optimal solution VOPC reaches up to 116%. This
can be attributed to the fact that in contrast to VOPC and PPCP,

BPC does not attempt to abide by a specific QoS demanded by
users. This makes users more susceptible to acquiring the data
later than their desired deadline. The satisfaction ratio of the
predictive approach significantly increases as θ increases. This
can be attributed to the significant reduction in delay yielded
by VOPC and PPCP, due to the aforementioned reasons. In
addition, as θ decreases, the chance of finding caching nodes
that the requesters pass by before their deadline decreases, and if
found, they might have a high accumulated prediction error, thus
increasing the risk of a low satisfaction ratio. VOPC provides the
upper bound on the potential satisfaction ratio. As θ increases,
PPCP gets closer to VOPC. In contrast, the gap between PPCP
and VOPC increases as θ decreases, reaching up to 33% in
PPCP-GD, and 16% in PPCP-PSO. This indicates a room for
improvement in the heuristic solution.
3) The Impact of the Percentage of Road Segments with Parked
Vehicles: In this experiment, the percentage of road segments
that have parked vehicles residing at them, denoted κ, is varied
from 20% to 100%.
Fig. 5(a) demonstrates the effect of varying κ on the average
delay. As shown in the Figure, varying κ has no effect on the
performance of BPC. This is since BPC does not use parked
vehicles for caching. Due to the same aforementioned reasons,
the predictive approach significantly improves the delay compared to BPC, where PPCP-GD, and PPCP-PSO improve it by
up to 73% and 79%, respectively, while the gap between BPC
and the optimal solution VOPC reaches up to 97%. Note that
VOPC and PPCP yield higher delay as κ decreases. This can
be attributed to the fact that decreasing κ limits the number of
road segments available for cache selection, which increases
the risk of caching the data at road segments with which the
requesters encounter later on along their trajectory. In PPCP,
the lower availability of road segments for caching can force
the data center to place replicas at road segments with which
the requesters have low probability of encounter (i.e., high
accumulative prediction error). This poses the risk of having
the data cached at road segments that requesters encounter
after their specified deadline. This risk further increases as
the prediction accuracy decreases. This explains the leverage
gained by PPCP-PSO, which reaches up to 34%, compared to
PPCP-GD. The gap between PPCP and VOPC increases as κ
decreases, reaching up to 65% between PPCP-GD and VOPC,
and 45% between PPCP-PSO and VOPC, thus indicating a room
for improving the delay in the heuristic solution. This can be
attributed to the fact that the aforementioned risk is handled by
PPCP on a group-by-group basis, where it divides the users into
groups and process them sequentially to allocate the requests
to spatiotemporal caching slots. Thus, a replica might miss a
better caching slot merely because a different group of requests
have been handled first, and that slot has already been occupied.
In contrast, the optimal solution can handle all requests at once
and a 100% prediction accuracy is assumed. Accordingly, it can
optimally allocate the requests to reach the global solution. Note
that the gap between PPCP and VOPC significantly decreases
as κ increases.
Fig. 5(b) shows the effect of varying κ on the packet delivery
ratio, where BPC outperforms PPCP-GD, and PPCP-PSO by
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Fig. 5. Performance results of BPC, PPCP-GD, PPCP-PSO, and VOPC over varying percentage of road segments with parked vehicles (κ). (a) Average delay
(b) Packet delivery ratio (c) Cache hit ratio (d) Satisfaction ratio.

11% and 2% when κ is equal to 20%. As κ increases, PPCP
starts to improve the packet delivery ratio compared to BPC. In
particular, PPCP-GD, and PPCP-PSO improve it by up to 18%
and 22%, respectively, while the gap between BPC and VOPC
reaches up to 27%. This is because as κ decreases in PPCP
and VOPC, the risk of having requesters that do not pass by any
road segment that has parked vehicles increases. This forces data
acquisition to occur either from the far-away data center or from
mobile caching nodes that are opportunistically encountered.
Data acquisition from the data center suffers from the risk of
dropping the packets due to failure to reach the requesters. This
could occur due to the fast movement of the requesters combined
with the slow propagation of packets, which could lead to the
latter reaching the requester’s position after it has already moved
too far away. In PPCP, failure to reach the requester can further
increase as a result of erroneous estimations of their location, as
well as the lack of a stable residence for the replicas to be cached
along the route of the requesters. Note that, as the number of
road segments available for cache selection decreases in PPCP,
the risk of allocating replicas to road segments that have high
accumulative prediction error increases. This increases the risk
of caching the data at road segments that requesters pass by either
before the data has been cached or after it has already expired.
Consequently, more reliance on opportunistic encounter with
caching nodes, or resorting to the data center for data acquisition
takes place. Since the broadcast-based approach increases data
availability at caching nodes by broadcasting the data, which
increases the possibility of opportunistic encounter, it renders a
higher packet delivery ratio at κ = 20% compared to PPCP-GD
and PPCP-PSO. However, as κ increases, the aforementioned
risks decrease, which enables the predictive approach to render
a much higher packet delivery ratio than BPC. PPCP-PSO
outperforms PPCP-GD in terms of packet delivery ratio by up
to 10%. This is due to the high prediction accuracy rendered
by PSO-LSTM compared to GD-LSTM, which helps reduce
the accumulated prediction error of the period of encounter at
road segments. VOPC yields the highest upper bound on the
potential packet delivery ratio. PPCP tends to approach VOPC as
κ increases, while the gap between the two solutions increases as
κ decreases, reaching up to 37% between PPCP-GD and VOPC,
and up to 21% between PPCP-PSO and VOPC.
In Fig. 5(c), the impact of varying κ on the cache hit ratio is
depicted. It is shown that as κ increases, the cache hit ratio

increases. As κ decreases, the risk of resorting to the data
center for data acquisition increases. This is due to the increased
possibility of the aforementioned risks. When κ is equal to
20%, BPC slightly outperforms PPCP-GD, with an increase of
2%, while PPCP-PSO improves the cache hit ratio by only 2%.
This is due to the fact that some requesters do not pass by any
of the road segments that have parked vehicles for caching.
As κ increases, all the predictive approach schemes start to
significantly outperform BPC, reaching an improvement of up
to 17% and 18% in PPCP-GD, and PPCP-PSO, respectively,
whereas the gap between BPC and the optimal solution VOPC
reaches up to 19%. Note that PPCP-PSO improves the cache hit
ratio by up to 10% compared to PPCP-GD. This is due to the
higher prediction accuracy rendered by LSTM-PSO compared
to LSTM-GD, which reduces the risk of requesters passing by
their corresponding caching road segments when the data is not
there, thus reducing the risk of having to resort to the far-away
data center. PPCP-PSO and PPCP-GD tend to approach VOPC
as κ increases, while this gap increases as κ decreases, reaching
up to 19% between PPCP-GD and VOPC, and 11% between
PPCP-PSO and VOPC.
In Fig. 5(d), the effect of varying κ on the satisfaction ratio is
demonstrated. As κ increases, the satisfaction ratio increases in
the predictive approach. This can be attributed to two reasons.
The first reason is the fact that as κ decreases, the number of
available road segments in the cache selection process decreases,
which forces the data center to assign replicas to road segments
with which users have high accumulative prediction error. This
means that more requests are assigned to road segments with
which the corresponding users have inaccurate estimation of
their period of encounter. This increases the risk of data acquisition after the specified deadline, which reduces the satisfaction
ratio. This risk manifests in PPCP-GD and PPCP-PSO but not
in VOPC, due to the perfect knowledge assumption in the latter.
The second reason is the fact that lower values of κ increases
the risk of the data center not being able to find caching slots for
more users, since they do not pass by any of the road segments
that have parked vehicles. This forces data acquisition to occur
from the data center or a caching node encountered along the
request forwarding path. The prolonged delay from the far-away
data center further decreases the satisfaction ratio. Note that as
κ increases, data availability increases, which means that even if
the aforementioned risk occurs, the possibility of encountering a
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nearby caching node increases, which increases the satisfaction
ratio. The predictive approach significantly outperforms BPC,
where the satisfaction ratio increases by up to 60% and 63%,
in PPCP-GD and PPCP-PSO, respectively, and the gap between
BPC and VOPC reaches up to 67%. This is since, as opposed
to BPC, the predictive approach enables data acquisition to
occur in a deterministic way while abiding to a specific QoS.
PPCP-PSO improves the satisfaction ratio by up to 9% compared
to PPCP-GD. This can be attributed to the higher prediction accuracy rendered by PSO-LSTM compared to GD-LSTM, which
reduces the aforementioned risk. In PPCP-GD and PPCP-PSO,
the gap between PPCP and VOPC is reduced as κ increases, thus
enabling it to get significantly closer to the optimal solution.
However, as κ decreases, this gap increases, reaching up to 38%
between PPCP-GD and VOPC, and 20% between PPCP-PSO
and VOPC.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a predictive proactive caching
framework at parked vehicles, which includes a prediction module and a cache placement module. In the former, the travel time
of users at each road segment along their trajectory is estimated
in order to be fed into the latter. In the prediction module, we
proposed a PSO-based LSTM model that takes the effect of
weather conditions into consideration. The prediction module
also enables the estimation of a personalized travel time for each
user. In the cache placement module, we have introduced VOPC
as a benchmark that allows researchers to quantify the potential
gains of predictive proactive caching schemes and certify if
there is a possibility for improvement. We also proposed a
greedy heuristic approach that takes into consideration all the
time-constraint issues required to select the most suitable road
segments for caching. We evaluated the performance of the
proposed prediction model in terms of prediction accuracy, and
we compared it to two gradient descent-based LSTM models
that are implemented with and without considering weather
conditions. Simulation results have shown that PSO-LSTM
outperforms both models in terms of RM SE and R2 . We also
implemented PPCP using both PSO-LSTM and GD-LSTM to
evaluate the effect of the level of prediction accuracy on the
cache placement process. We implemented the optimal solution
VOPC assuming perfect knowledge and used it to quantify the
potential gains of PPCP. In addition, we compared PPCP to the
baseline broadcast-based approach. Simulations have shown that
the former significantly outperforms the latter in terms of delay,
packet delivery ratio, cache hit ratio, and satisfaction ratio. Also,
PPCP approaches VOPC in various scenarios, whereas a room
for improvement has been substantiated in other scenarios. In
the future, we plan on reducing the gap to the optimal solution.
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